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Motivation
Multi-robot systems show great promise in

performing complex tasks in areas ranging from

search and rescue to interplanetary exploration.

Yet controlling and coordinating the behaviors of

these robots effectively is an open research

problem. We investigate techniques to control a

multi-drone system where the drones learn to act

in a physics-based simulator using

demonstrations from artificially generated motion

data that simulate flocking behavior in biological

swarms. The Graph Neural Network (GNN)

controller[1] used for the drones is able to learn an

efficient representation of low-level interactions in

the system, boosting prediction abilities.

Graph Neural Networks
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Graph Neural Networks[2] are a class of function

approximators that operate on graph-based data

structures while explicitly modeling the interaction

dynamics of the entities present in the graphs. In the

context of multi-agent systems, graphs can be used to

model the connections between the agents and other

entities present in the environment.

Methodology

Fig. 2 Different behaviors in the Boids model that 
Determine motion patterns of the boids.

Fig. 3 System Architecture of the controller

Fig. 1 Operations in Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)

Imitation Learning using Boids model

The Boids model[3] simulates the

aggregate motion of a flock of animals

where the behavior of each member of the

flock is the result of interactions with their

neighbors. The final behavior of the system

can be described as emergent, which

means that the behavior of the entire

system depends on the relationships each

member of the system has with each other

rather than their individual properties. We

use demonstrations generated using this

model to train our Graph Neural Network

controller whose output is provided to a

PID controller that controls the drones in a

PyBullet physics-based simulator..

Results
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Conclusion and Future Work

Fig. 4 The drones flying in the PyBullet based simulator. (a) The drones maneuver to avoid obstacles (b) The 
drones reach the goal and hover near it (c) Top view of the drones hovering near the goal 

We showed that GNNs trained on expert

demonstrations can be used to leverage the

problem structure to effectively control and

coordinate multiple drones in a Physics based

simulator. In the future we would like to implement

the controller on real drone swarms to test the

effectiveness of the proposed method for tasks

such as search and rescue.

In order to test the robustness of the controller, it

was tested on noisy observations. We found that

training the controller on noisy data can prevent

collisions even at higher noise and allow for a

more graceful performance degradation.

Fig. 5 Results on robustness of the controller
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